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CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (CIGSe) solar cells have achieved record efficiency values as high as 22.6%
for small areas, with module efficiency values near 16.5%. However, for economic viability
these values must be achieved with reduced material consumption (especially indium), which
requires reducing the CIGSe absorber thickness from 2000-3000 nm to below 500 nm. Softimprinted SiOx nanoparticles (NPs) beneath a conformal CIGSe layer enable this thickness
reduction. Optically, they enhance the absorption of light through Fabry–Pérot and
waveguided resonances within the CIGSe layer, preventing current loss. For CIGSe solar cells
on ITO with an absorber thickness of only 390 nm and a nanophotonic contact the current
density (Jsc) increases from 25.7 to 32.1 mA cm-2. At the same time, the nanopatterned contact
reduces the back barrier, leading to an increased open-circuit voltage (518 to 558 mV) and fill
factor (50.7% to 55.2%). Combined, these effects increase the efficiency value from 6.8% to
10.0% for initial demonstration. With the addition of an antireflection coating, the champion
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NP-enhanced cell achieves a Jsc of 34.0 mA cm-2, corresponding to 93% of the Jsc achieved by
the thick world-record cell. This result shows that optoelectronic nanopatterning provides a
path to high efficiency cells with reduced materials consumption.
TOC Graphic

1. Introduction
CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (CIGSe) solar cells have achieved record light-to-power conversion
efficiency values as high as 22.6% for small areas,[1] with 16.5% reached for module
production.[2] Compared with other competing PV technologies, CIGSe solar cells offer a
remarkably short energy payback time, minimal consumption of high purity materials, high
performance over a wide range of illumination intensities, and a reduced sensitivity to shading
compared to Si.[3] These features make CIGSe solar cells unique in the competition to surpass
crystalline Si, which currently dominates photovoltaic installations with >90% market share.
Despite rapid advances in CIGSe technology, leading to performance gains of ~ 0.2%
absolute/yr in recent years,[4] additional reductions in manufacturing cost are essential for
driving large-scale deployment. Thinning the CIGSe absorber significantly below the typical
2-3 µm can enable a significant reduction in material consumption and reduce the equipment
time required to deposit the absorber, thereby simultaneously addressing concerns over
indium scarcity [5,6] and lowering manufacturing cost in mass production.
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Presently, ultrathin CIGSe solar cells (defined as having a sub-500 nm absorber thickness)
have not yet attained high efficiency values as a result of two primary challenges: back
recombination, and incomplete absorption.[7-10] The problem of back recombination is
particularly severe for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells where the absorber thickness (and rear
contact) is within the diffusion length of carriers. The back recombination can be addressed
by adding a back Ga grading, which creates a potential for electrons through an increasing
[Ga]/[Ga+In] ratio towards the back contact,[8,10] and by using rear-surface point contacts to
reduce the interface recombination velocity.[11] Incomplete optical absorption is the second
major challenge for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells and leads to a reduced a short circuit current
density (Jsc).

Ultrathin cells typically show a Jsc below 30 mA cm-2, a loss of more than 6

mA cm-2 compared to thick cells.[7-9] Due to the poor optical reflectivity of Mo-MoSe2, a
significant fraction (> 80%) of the light reaching the rear interface is absorbed rather than
being reflected back into the CIGSe absorber layer.[12] This parasitic absorption in Mo (AbsMo)
is a key source of optical loss. Prior work has shown modest Jsc gains via texturing the front
surface, and by replacing the typical CdS buffer layer by a higher bandgap Zn(O,S). [7]
However, these schemes failed to substantially reduce AbsMo as the Jsc increase was limited to
the optical path-length enhancement obtained for a single-pass. In another approach the poor
CIGSe/Mo interface reflectivity was addressed by transferring cells from Mo onto Au, giving
a pronounced absorption enhancement in the CIGSe layer.[13] However, this approach is
limited to transferred areas of only a few cm2, and the near-bandgap enhancement was weak
since only a double-pass optical enhancement was attained.
Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have been proposed as a tool for achieving enhanced light
absorption in photovoltaic application due to their plasmonic resonances, which give rise to
strong scattering and enhanced near fields.[14-16] However, plasmonic particles suffer from
intrinsic parasitic absorption which constrains their potential for achieving optical
enhancements in solar cells with an already-high EQE.[17] The potential for plasmonic
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nanoparticles on CIGSe is compounded by instability; the least lossy plasmonic materials
(Au, Ag) degrade and can diffuse at the (relatively high, > 400 °C) temperatures used for cell
fabrication.[18]
In recent years, wavelength-scale dielectric NPs, which show equally high scattering cross
sections as metallic NPs but are free of absorption,[19] have been proposed as efficient
scatterers.[20,21] Unlike metals, inorganic dielectrics (e.g. SiO2 and Al2O3) exhibit excellent
thermal stability which is essential for integration with CIGSe cells. Some dielectric materials
also contain an intrinsic charge, which was proved to electrically benefit solar cells.[11,22]
These unique features suggest that dielectric nanoparticles are a promising option for
improving absorption in ultrathin CIGSe solar cells.
In our previous work, we placed SiOx nanoparticles at the rear interface of CIGSe/Mo and
achieved absorption enhancement within the CIGSe by reducing AbsMo.[23] While significant
enhancements resulted from scattering by the nanoparticles, some light still reached the Mo
back contact and resulted in residual parasitic AbsMo. This occurred even for optimized
nanopatterns, indicating that ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on Mo are unlikely to reach or exceed
the Jsc of their standard thick counterparts. An alternative approach is to prepare CIGSe cells
on a transparent conductive oxide (TCO),[24-26] such as ITO (Sn:In2O3) or FTO (F:SnO2),
which can significantly reduce parasitic absorption compared to Mo. Light trapping
nanostructures enable near-complete absorption for above-bandgap photons, significantly
exceeding the double-pass absorption for planar devices, while reducing parasitic optical loss
in the below-bandgap regime. This is of particular interest in emerging multi-junction and
bifacial devices.[27] Alternatively, transmitted light can then be returned to the cell with
extremely high efficiency values using a lossless reflector at the rear side of glass substrate.
In this contribution we demonstrate large-area SiOx nanoparticle arrays embedded at the
rear interface of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells grown on ITO. Nanostructuring is shown to
reduce the potential barrier at CIGSe/ITO interface (back barrier) of the cells, while
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simultaneously yielding a significant 5.0 mA cm-2 increase in Jsc for ultrathin CIGSe solar
cells with an absorber thickness of only 390 nm. When applied in conjunction with a rear
reflector and an antireflection coating, our champion cell achieves a Jsc of 34.0 mA cm-2
which is, to date, the highest experimental Jsc reported for any ultrathin CIGSe solar cell.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Fabrication and modeling of CIGSe Cells on Nanophotonic Contacts
Substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL)[28] was employed to fabricate the dielectric
SiOx nanoparticles in this work. The SCIL approach combines rapid and high fidelity waferscale replication of nanoparticle arrays, tolerance of substrate defects, and room temperature
atmospheric processing.[29] A detailed description of the nanophotonic contact preparation is
available in Experimental Section: Fabrication of SiOx nanoparticles on ITO substrates.
Figure 1a shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of SiOx nanostructures on
ITO substrate, which were completely isolated and arranged in a tetragonal array with a pitch
of 513 nm. Within this array, the individual nanoparticles were closely approximated as
conical frustra; simulations assumed a homogeneous array of NPs that were 210 nm high with
base and top diameters of 205 nm and 102 nm, respectively (Figure 1C). The geometry of an
ultrathin CIGSe solar cell is shown in Figure 1b, indicating the layered structure
ZnO:Al(AZO)/i-ZnO/CdS/CIGSe/ITO/glass substrate from top to bottom. The absorber is
only 390 nm thick with a [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) of 0.36 and [Cu]/([Ga]+[In]) of 0.87. These ratios
match those used in record-class CIGSe cells, and were selected to both optimize cell
efficiency and enable a direct comparison with previous cell designs using thicker absorber
layers. A detailed description of cell preparation is available in Experimental Section:
Preparation Details of CIGSe Solar Cells.
The conformal coating of the nanopatterned electrode satisfies the geometrical requirement
for a good electrical contact. Importantly, the SiOx nanoparticles reduce the contacting area
between the CIGSe layer and ITO without hindering carrier collection, because the maximum
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path of carriers to pass beside a single SiOx NP is within the diffusion length of minority
carriers (0.5 – 1 µm) for CIGSe solar cells.[11]

Figure 1. Fabricated and modeled cell geometry. (a) Top view SEM micrograph of SiOx
nanostructures on ITO prior to CIGSe deposition and (b) cross section of the complete
ultrathin CIGSe solar cell with SiOx nanoparticles at the rear CIGSe/ITO interface. (c)
Illustration of the ultrathin CIGSe solar cell geometry as modeled in FDTD simulations.
Based on the measured dimensions of as-fabricated NPs, the modeled SiOx particle was a
conical frustrum with dimensions of (rbase, rtop) = (205, 102) nm, with a height of 210 nm. The
unit cells of the square array had pitch of 513 nm.

To study the light trapping effects of SiOx nanoparticle arrays in detail, periodic 3D finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were carried out using single-frequency
calculations (see Experimental Section: FDTD Modeling). This approach allowed the model
to use measured dielectric functions for all materials (SiOx, ITO, CIGSe, CdS, ZnO, AZO) at
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each frequency without error-prone broadband modeling of their complex dielectric functions.
The optical constants for the thin film layers comprising the cell were extracted based on
transmission and reflection measurements via transfer-matrix method;[30] tabulated literature
values were used for the SiOx and Ag dielectric functions.[31] The unit cell simulated in FDTD
is shown in Figure 1c, with the layer thicknesses specified according to measured thicknesses
from the fabricated cells. For all cells (flat and with nanopatterning) the total CIGSe absorber
volume was held constant at (513 nm)2 × 390 nm.

Figure 2. Measured and modeled spectra for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on ITO. (a)
Measured EQE curves for cells on bare ITO (black), ITO with SiOx nanoparticles (red), and
with both the nanoparticles and a Ag rear mirror (blue). (b) Measured reflection and
transmission (solid and dashed lines, respectively) for flat cells on bare ITO (black) and with
the nanoparticles (red). (c) Simulated absorption within the CIGSe absorber (solid lines), and
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parasitic absorption within the rear ITO (dashed lines). (d) Modeled reflection and
transmission for flat (black) and nanopatterned (red) cells.
2.2. External Quantum Efficiency Spectra
The measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) and reflection/transmission (R/T) curves
for bare and SiOx nanopatterned cells are compared in Figure 2a-b. The bare cell (black)
reaches a maximum EQE of 80% at 550 nm, which is limited by front-surface reflection. For
longer wavelengths, incomplete absorption in the ultrathin CIGSe layer leads to a drop in
EQE with a corresponding increase in T. After incorporating SiOx nanoparticles (red), the
EQE significantly increases from 550 nm to 1200 nm, with a concomitant decrease in T,
yielding a total AM1.5-integrated Jsc enhancement of 5.2 mA cm-2 (25.7 to 30.9 mA cm-2).
Unlike optically lossy Mo, the ITO contact permits use of a mirror at the rear side of the
glass substrate (Figure 2a, green line). With the addition of a 200 nm Ag rear reflector a
significant EQE enhancement results for wavelengths in 550-1150 nm range, further boosting
the integrated Jsc to 32.1 mA cm-2. Since the Ag reflector is not integrated within the CIGSe
structure, comparable back reflection (and corresponding performance enhancements) could
also be achieved using either Al or dielectric scatterers on the back of the glass substrate.[32]
To confirm that the measured EQE enhancements were due to optical modification by the
SiOx nanoparticles, both AbsCIGSe/AbsITO and R/T were modeled using FDTD (Figure 2c-d).
The simulated AbsCIGSe curves for bare and nanopatterned cells agree well with the
experimentally measured EQE curves, with all of the major spectral features reproduced in
both wavelength and amplitude. The close agreement of these curves shows that the FDTD
model is capturing the essential optical properties of the ultrathin cells. This also suggests that
the losses in internal quantum efficiency (IQE), shown in Figure S2, can be attributed
primarily to parasitic absorption within the front-surface layers and the rear ITO, as the losses
in IQE significantly exceed the discrepancy between the modeled CIGSe absorption and
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measured EQE curves. This implies that photons absorbed within the CIGSe layer have a high
probability of charge collection.
The minor discrepancies between the measurements and model arise from differences in the
assumed geometry. For the nanoparticle-enhanced cells (red), there is an additional measured
enhancement beyond that predicted by the model. This is attributed to an anti-reflection effect
(Figure 2b,d; R) caused by the conformal growth process, which produces front surface
texturing and is absent in the modeled geometry. Conversely, for the cell with both SiOx
nanoparticles and rear reflector, the modeled EQE enhancement is higher than the measured
enhancement. The reason for this discrepancy is twofold: first, parasitic absorption in the
experimental soda lime glass substrate is not considered in the simulation and second, the
experimental Ag film likely exhibited a lower reflectivity than the smooth Ag mirror used in
the model due to local symmetry breaking by surface roughness, creating localized lossy
resonances capable of coupling with the dipolar field of light.
The FDTD model also allows the identification of optical loss mechanisms within the cell
which could not be directly measured, including absorption by the ITO. Parasitic ITO
absorption is found to be an important parasitic loss channel (Figure 2c, dashed lines). The
magnitude of the absorption by the ITO corresponds to the high electrical conductivity (<10
Ω/sq) required for the cell design used in this work. Interestingly, the parasitic ITO absorption
slightly decreases with the addition of the SiOx nanoparticles as the CIGSe absorption is
enhanced (Figure 2c: dashed black to dashed red). The addition of a silver mirror, however,
causes a significant increase in absorption as light transmitted to the rear surface of glass
substrate is reflected, and experiences a double-pass through the ITO (Figure 2c, green
curve). Near the CIGSe bandgap, where nearly all light is transmitted, the mirror produces the
expected 2x increase in ITO absorption.
Remarkably, in both the measured EQE and the modeled AbsCIGSe, a significant
enhancement above the flat reference cell is observed from 550 nm – 1150 nm (Figure 2a,c).
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This enhancement results from the combined effects of Fabry-Perot resonances, and efficient
coupling into the waveguide modes of the CIGSe absorber layer.
Planar CIGSe solar cells, which are translationally invariant, have an electric field
distribution determined entirely by one-dimensional Fabry-Perot resonances. These
resonances account for the oscillations seen in the EQE curve of the planar CIGSe cell
(Figure 2, black line), and will adiabatically shift to longer wavelengths as the CIGSe
absorber thickness is increased. The calculated field distributions are shown in Figure 3 for a
CIGSe cell with a 452 nm thick absorber, which corresponds to the absorber volume of a 390
nm thick cell with the 513 nm-pitched NP inclusions. This allows a straightforward
comparison with the nanoparticle-enhanced cell shown in Figure 4. The fields are plotted at
λ0 = 850 nm and 1040 nm, corresponding to the nanoparticle-enhanced bands of the measured

EQE spectra (Figure 2a). At 850 nm wavelength the CIGSe layer has three maxima in E2/E02,
which corresponds to locally enhanced absorption within the CIGSe layer (Figure 3a). For
1040 nm, there are only two regions of local field (and absorption) enhancement (Figure 3cd).
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Figure 3. Modeled electric fields for a planar CIGSe cell at λ0 = 850 nm and 1040 nm.
The CIGSe layer thickness was set to 452 nm, corresponding to the absorber volume
of a 390 nm thick cell with 513 nm-pitched NPs. (a,b) Modeled enhancement of
E2/E02 at λ0 = 850 nm for vertical and in-plane cross sections. For ease of comparison,
the plotted cross sections are the same as in Figure 4, where NPs are incorporated
within the CIGSe layer. (c,d) Field enhancements at λ0 = 1040 nm for vertical and inplane cross sections. The dashed horizontal lines in (a) and (c) indicate the position of
the in-plane cross sections (b) and (d) within the CIGSe layer. Note that optical
absorption within the CIGSe layer is proportional to the distribution of E2/E02.
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These thin-film resonances depend sensitively on the film thickness, as shown in Figure 4a.
Increasing the CIGSe thickness from 390 nm (black line) to 452 nm (dashed grey line) boosts
the absorber volume, simultaneously increasing the fraction of light absorbed near the band
edge and shifting the position of the interference fringes. In the nanoparticle-enhanced cell,
nanoparticles replace the excess CIGSe volume such that both thicknesses have an equal total
absorber volume. To compare the relative absorption of two cells we can define a relative
path length enhancement factor a: [33]
ln(1−A(𝜆)

)

κ𝑎 (𝜆) = − ln(1−A(𝜆) 𝐶𝐼𝐺𝑆𝑒,𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 )
𝐶𝐼𝐺𝑆𝑒,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(1)

where AbsCIGSe,reference is the wavelength-dependent absorption within the flat 390 nm CIGSe
layer, and AbsCIGSe,modified is the absorption with the altered absorber layer, either with
increased thickness and volume, or with the addition of SiO2 NPs and unchanged volume. For
the planar cells, the a spectrum shows periodic enhancement, corresponding to redshifted
Fabry-Perot resonances (Figure. 4b, dashed grey line).
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Figure 4. Origin of the EQE enhancement from adding nanoparticles at the CIGSe/ITO interface.
(a) Modeled CIGSe absorption for three different pitches of NPs: 513 nm (corresponding to the
experimental measurements), 530 nm, and 550 nm. The CIGSe layer thickness was 452 nm for all
three pitches, corresponding to the absorber volume of a 390 nm planar layer, and was held constant to
avoid shifting the Fabry-Perot resonance frequencies. The absorption for planar cells with absorber
layers of 390 nm and 452 nm are shown for comparison. (b) Absorption enhancement for each model
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geometry, according to Equation 1, referenced to the 390 nm thick planar CIGSe cell. The legend
indicates pitch for cells with NPs, and CIGSe layer thickness for the two planar reference cells. (c, d)
Modeled enhancement of E2/E02 at λ0 = 850 nm for vertical and in-plane cross sections of a NPenhanced cell with a 513 nm pitch. (e, f) Field enhancements at λ0 = 1040 nm for vertical and in-plane
cross sections. The dashed horizontal lines in (c) and (e) indicate the position of the in-plane cross
sections (d) and (f).

The introduction of nanoparticles within the CIGSe layer yields additional absorption
enhancements (Figure 4b). Path length enhancement spectra are shown for three pitches: 513
nm (blue lines, used for the experimental cells), 530 nm (orange), and 550 nm (green). For
short wavelengths (< 480 nm) the strong CIGSe absorption leads to negligible differences
between calculated enhancements. In this range the relative enhancement spectra are
dominated by numerical error, and are not plotted. For wavelengths between 480–700 nm the
enhancements with NPs closely match the enhancement using only the thicker 452 nm CIGSe
layer, regardless of pitch. These equivalent enhancements show that Fabry-Perot resonances
are the dominant enhancement mechanism for short wavelengths, and not a difference in
CIGSe absorber volume. For longer wavelengths the NP-modified cells show significant
additional enhancements relative to the thicker absorber (452 nm CIGSe), despite having a
lower total CIGSe volume. For the experimental 513 nm pitch, the enhancements peak at 850
nm and 1040 nm, where NP-related enhancement occurs in addition to the Fabry-Perot–
related field localization. Increasing the nanoparticle pitch from 513 nm to 530 nm (orange
line) and 550 nm (green line) results in a linear shift in these enhancement peaks, suggesting
coupling with waveguided modes within the CIGSe.[34,35] Simulated electric field distributions
at both wavelengths (Figure 4e,f) support this interpretation, showing nanoparticle-induced
periodic field enhancements within the CIGSe layer. For the enhancement peak at 1040 nm,
which is close to the band edge, the fraction of photons absorbed is significantly improved
relative to bare cells (66% vs. 44%), which underlines the substantial impact of the
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nanoparticles on Jsc (a gain of 6.4 mA cm-2). Importantly, these field distributions show that
the enhanced absorption is localized within the CIGSe layer, rather than the underlying ITO,
which supports our observed reduction in parasitic ITO absorption (Figure 2c).
To fully elucidate the nature of the waveguiding enhancements, the dispersion relations for
the lowest-order waveguide modes of the planar 390 nm-thick CIGSe cell are shown in
Figure 5a. The modal calculations took into account the full layer structure of the cell using
the same measured dielectric functions as in the FDTD modeling (see Experimental Section:
Mode-solver). Similar modal calculations were previously reported for a-Si:H cells.[36] Due
to its high refractive index relative to the other consitutent materials (nCIGSe = 3.2–2.8 in the
350–1200 nm spectral range), the CIGSe absorber layer forms an optical waveguide. In the
wavelength range where CIGSe absorbs weakly (λ0 ~ 800 - 1150 nm), the layer structure
supports only three transverse electric (TE) and three transverse magnetic (TM) modes. These
modes are located to the right of the light line, which both prevents light within these modes
from leaking out of the CIGSe cell and prevents coupling of solar photons into the modes. To
enable excitation of these modes, and thereby increase the optical path length inside the cell,
additional in-plane momentum is required. This momentum compensation is provided by the
SiO2 NP lattice. Where the CIGSe waveguide modes intersect the grating lines, light can
couple into these modes (Figure 5a). In practice, the absorption enhancement corresponding
to each mode occurs over a broad spectral range, with the bandwidth determined by
absorption and a corresponding uncertainty in the wavevector.
The pitch-dependent absorption enhancements modeled for the full 3D cell geometry agree
closely with the dispersion curves plotted in Figure 5a. The nanoparticle-dependent
enhancement peaks plotted in Figure 4b, which tune with pitch, are plotted for the [01]
grating order (circles). For all three pitches (513, 530, and 550 nm) these agree closely with
the calculated TE1 and TE2 dispersion relations, indicating that the SiO2 nanoparticles only
weakly perturb the waveguide modes of the CIGSe layer.
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Figure 5. Fundamental waveguide modes. (a) Dispersion relations for the TE (blue)
and TM (red) waveguide modes in the 390-nm CIGSe layer. The solid black line is
the light line in air. Grating orders for the experimental 513 nm array pitch are
indicated by the vertical dashed lines; solid vertical lines correspond to the [01] order
of the modeled pitches of 513, 530, and 550 nm. The enhancement peaks from Figure
4b are plotted as the colored points (blue – 513 nm; orange – 530 nm; green – 550
nm), with horizontal lines for ease of identifying the corresponding wavelengths.
Enhanced absorption is required between ~800 nm and 1150 nm; the shaded regions
correspond to spectral regions where CIGSe either already absorbs the light within a
single pass, or cannot absorb due to the band gap. (b) Mode profiles for the first three
TE (solid lines) and TM (dashed lines) modes: TE0/TM0 (green), TE1/TM1 (orange),
TE2/TM2 (purple). For ease of comparison all modes are calculated at λ0 = 850 nm.
The horizontal grey lines indicate material interfaces (c) Refractive indices of the
constituent cell materials at 850 nm (black line) and 1045 nm (grey line).

The modal electric field distributions for the TE and TM modes are shown in Figure 5b,
along with the corresponding refractive indices (Figure 5c). For the TE1 mode (solid orange),
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which corresponds to the dominant EQE enhancement around 1040 nm (Figure 5a), the
electric field distribution shows two clear maxima in the CIGSe layer. This agrees with the
field distribution calculated using the full 3D FDTD model (Figure 4e-f), where the
enhancements are entirely aligned with the driving electric field. The 3D modeled fields in the
cell do not show discontinuities, indicating a weak TM contribution with enhancements
dominated by the TE waveguide mode. The higher energy TE2 mode (solid purple) has three
field maxima within the CIGSe layer. The 3D simulated electric field distribution is more
complex at this higher energy (Figure 4c-d), which could result from coupling with both the
[01] and [22] grating orders. The lowest order modes (TE0/TM0), while offering excellent
confinement within the CIGSe layer, lie below the CIGSe bandgap for the [01] grating order
and do not contribute significantly to the EQE enhancement.
2.3. Cell Performance Parameters
The experimental current density-voltage (J-V) parameters for the planar and nanoparticleenhanced cells are averaged from 5 cells individually and summarized in Table 1. The
corresponding J-V curves are shown in the supporting information. The active area Jsc values
derived from integrating the measured EQE are included and are consistent with the total area
values determined directly from J-V measurements. Jsc is increased from 25.5 mA cm-2 (bare
cells) to 32.4 mA cm-2 via the addition of the SiOx nanoparticles and a Ag mirror. At the same
time, the Voc increases from 518 to 558 mV and FF from 50.7% to 55.2%. Overall, the
efficiency value is significantly improved from 6.8% to 10.0%.
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Table 1. J-V parameters of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on ITO back contact averaged from 5
solar cells

Cell

Voc
(mV)
518 ± 5

Jsc
Integrated EQE
FF
(mA cm-2)
(mA cm-2)
(%)
25.5 ± 0.3
25.7
50.7 ± 1.3

Eff.
(%)
6.8 ± 0.1

Cell+NPs

533 ± 3

30.5 ± 0.2

30.9

53.9 ± 2.0

8.8 ± 0.4

Cell+NPs+mirror

558 ± 2

32.4 ± 0.2

32.1

55.2 ± 1.7

10.0 ± 0.3

Using a simple one-diode equation, [37] the expected gain in Voc due to the increased Jsc can
be estimated as follows:
𝑉𝑜𝑐 =

𝐸𝑎
𝑞

−

𝐴𝑘𝑇
𝑞

𝐽

00
ln(𝐽𝑠𝑐
)

(2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge, A is the diode ideality factor, Ea is
the activation energy of the dominant recombination mechanism (which is typically equal to
Eg), and Jsc and J00 represent the photo-generated current density and saturation current
density prefactor, respectively. Assuming that the Jsc increase is the only reason for the Voc
improvement, the expected Voc increase is 11.6 mV from bare cells to cells with SiOx
nanoparticles and 14.6 mV from bare cells to cells with both SiOx nanoparticles and Ag
mirror. Room temperature is assumed and A is set to 2.0 which is the maximum value for
thermally activated recombination. However, the experimental increase in Voc is significantly
larger than the calculated value (40 mV measured improvement), pointing to an additional
recombination mechanism in our ultrathin CIGSe solar cells.
To better understand the cause of this anomalous Voc increase, temperature dependent
current density-voltage (J-V(T)) measurements were performed for bare cells and the cells
with SiOx nanoparticles and Ag back reflector in the temperature range from 180 K to 320 K
under an illumination density of 0.85 Sun (Figure 6). Representative J-V curves are plotted at
temperatures of 200 K, 250 K and 300 K in Figure 6a-b. Bare cells on ITO exhibited a
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reduced slope in the forward current region as the temperature was reduced, leading to nonideal J-V curves. This effect is likely due to a back barrier (Φb) at the CIGSe/ITO interface, [38,
39]

which could induce a reversed space charge region (in addition to the main CdS/CIGSe

junction). This would explain the non-ideal J-V curves, which are typical for TCO-based
CIGSe cells,[24,39] and presents a significant contrast to typical Mo-based cells where the back
barrier potential Φb is negligible due to the existence of MoSe2 at the back interface[29,41].
Remarkably, this non-ideality is less pronounced for cells with the SiOx nanoparticles and Ag
mirror, indicating that Φb is reduced compared to the bare cell. The influence of Φb on 𝑉𝑜𝑐 can
be especially pronounced in ultrathin CIGSe solar cells where the primary space charge
region is close to, or overlaps with, the inverse space charge region extending from the back
contact.[42] Figure 6c shows 𝑉𝑜𝑐 as a function of temperature. According to Equation 2, Ea
can be determined by extrapolating Voc (T) curves from the high temperature linear regime to
T = 0 K. When the back barrier is not negligible, Ea in Equation 2 should be adapted to EgΦb.[42] Ea is extrapolated to be around 800 meV for bare cells and is much higher (1050 meV)
for cells with SiOx nanoparticles and Ag mirror. This again indicates a smaller barrier Φb in
cells with light trapping schemes. It is not completely clear why the back barrier is reduced by
adding the SiOx nanoparticles and Ag mirror, although we speculate that the locally increased
density of photo generated carriers modifies the trapped charge density near the back contact,
producing a photo-induced band bending near the back contact.[43] The existence of a back
barrier increases the series resistance and thus reduces the FF.[44] Since the nanopatterned
cells exhibit a lower Φb, the FF improves from 50.7% to 55.2%.
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Figure 6. J-V curves of (a) bare cells
(black)

and

(b)

cells

with

SiOx

nanoparticles and Ag mirror (green) under
illumination measured at temperatures of
200 K (dotted line), 250 K (dashed) and
300 K (solid); (c) temperature dependent
open circuited voltage Voc (T) for bare
cells (black points) and cells with SiOx
nanoparticles

and

Ag

mirror

(green

points), Voc (T = 0 K) is extrapolated
(solid lines) to yield the activation energy
of

the

dominant

recombination

mechanism.

2.4. EQE Comparison with the World Record Cell and Further Opportunities
Highly efficient thick CIGSe solar cells with a MgF2 antireflection layer typically have a Jsc
value of ~36 mA cm-2 with a [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio of 0.3-0.35.[45]

To understand the

remaining optical losses after adding the SiOx nanoparticles and mirror, we compare the EQE
curves of our solar cells (CIGSe thickness dCIGSe = 390 nm, [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) = 0.36) to the
thick solar cells with a world record efficiency value of 21.7% (dCIGSe = 2.5-3.0 µm,
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[Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) = 0.32) in Figure 7. The record efficiency value is currently 22.6%[1] but,
since the parameters for this cell are not yet available, we compare our EQE to the previous
record cell with an efficiency value of 21.7%.[45]

Figure 7. Comparison of EQE curves between our ultrathin CIGSe solar cells (violet) and
world record thick solar cells (black)[45]. The inset table gives the related solar cell
parameters, the image is the photograph of the ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on 2.5×2.5 cm2
substrate with shiny surface, due to the periodic surface nanostructure originating from
conformal growth on SiOx nanoparticles.
To be comparable, we first coated an antireflection layer of closely packed 120 nm diameter
silica spheres (similar to the typical MgF2).[46] The resulting sample is presented as an inset in
Figure 7, which shows 8 individual ultrathin solar cells on the 2.5×2.5 cm2 substrate. The
shiny surface is due to the periodically nanostructured surface arising from conformal growth
over the SiOx nanoparticles. The EQE curve for an antireflection-coated cell with
nanoparticles and a rear Ag mirror is plotted in violet in Figure 7. The integrated Jsc for this
cell reaches 34.0 mA cm-2, which is 93% of the Jsc value from the record cell, demonstrating
that ultrathin CIGSe solar cells with an absorber thickness of 390 nm can exhibit a
comparable absorption to their thick counterparts. To our best knowledge, this is the highest
Jsc value yet achieved for an ultrathin CIGSe solar cell.
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To study the EQE comparison in more detail, we split the whole spectrum of interest into
three sub-ranges. In the short wavelength range (300-530 nm), light can be completely
absorbed before reaching the back contact in thick CIGSe solar cells as well as in our ultrathin
ones. The superior EQE performance of the reference thick solar cells in this range accounts
for 0.8 mA cm-2 in Jsc. This is attributed to the KF induced thinning of CdS and thus reduced
parasitic absorption in CdS,[47] which was not applied in our ultrathin CIGSe solar cells.
Beyond 1030 nm, the ultrathin CIGSe solar cells perform even better, corresponding to a Jsc
difference of 0.70 mA cm-2. This long-wavelength enhancement is primarily due to the
waveguided modes populated by the nanophotonic back contact, as shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. A minor contribution may also result from slight differences between the minimum
absorber bandgap in the two cells. In the range of 530-1030 nm, the ultrathin solar cells are
modestly less efficient relative to thick cells, with AbsITO largely responsible (see Figure 2b);
this loss may be mitigated by optimizing the geometry of the SiO x nanoparticles or by
substituting ITO with a less lossy TCO. Moreover, our ultrathin CIGSe solar cells have a
slightly higher [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio (0.36) than the reference cell (0.32), indicating that the
absorption coefficient is overall larger for the world record solar than for our ultrathin ones.
This means that the absorption difference can be further reduced if ultrathin cells have the
same [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio of 0.32. Conclusively, considering all optimized points mentioned
above, it is quite likely that a Jsc value beyond 35 mA cm-2 is achievable for ultrathin CIGSe
solar cells.
Since the preparation process for our ultrathin solar cells is not yet fully optimized (e.g. KF
treatment, [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) profile), these cells are not yet comparable to record CIGSe cells
in Voc and FF (see supporting information for detailed comparison). Even compared to
reported ultrathin solar cells prepared on Mo,[10,13,48] the ITO-based cells are still electrically
inferior in terms of lower Voc and FF. The main reason for this electrical deficit is the
continued influence of the barrier at the ITO/CIGSe interface which is not completely
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eliminated by the nanophotonic contact. To reach the record-class performance demonstrated
by Mo-based cells, the barrier at the back contact must be further reduced. In ref. 39 it was
demonstrated that a few-nm thick hole transporting layer (MoO3) was able to eliminate the
potential barrier, enabling a comparable electrical properties between cells on TCO and Mo.
This points to a promising path towards highly efficient ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on TCO
substrates.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have experimentally integrated SiOx nanoparticles at the rear interface of
ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on ITO with an absorber thickness of 390 nm and a
[Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio of 0.36. SiOx nanoparticle arrays give rise to significant light trapping
effects in the long wavelength range and overall contribute to a remarkable increase of 5.0
mA cm-2 in Jsc. FDTD and eigenmode modeling showed that these effects were due to the
creation of Fabry–Pérot and waveguided resonances emerging from the incorporation of SiOx
nanoparticles beneath a conformal CIGSe layer. It was also shown that absorption
enhancement near the back interface electrically benefits CIGSe solar cells by reducing the
back barrier for cells on ITO. Consequently, the efficiency value significantly increases from
6.8% for flat cells on ITO to 10.0% for cells with both SiOx nanoparticles and Ag mirror.
With the addition of an anti-reflection layer, the Jsc of these nanopatterned ultrathin CIGSe
solar cells reached 34.0 mA cm-2. This is the highest experimental Jsc yet reported for any
ultrathin CIGSe solar cell and accounts for 93% of the Jsc value of a record thick solar cell,
indicating that the challenge of attaining high optical absorption within ultrathin CIGSe solar
cells has been addressed. Combined with further improvements in electrical quality, this
provides a path towards ultrathin CIGSe solar cells with efficiency values exceeding 20%.
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Experimental Section
Fabrication of SiOx nanoparticles on ITO substrates: Substrate conformal imprint
lithography (SCIL) was used to prepare SiOx nanoparticle arrays on ITO-coated glass
substrates. The substrates were first spin-coated with a bilayer of PMMA (550 nm) and silica
sol-gel (70 nm). A PDMS stamp containing the desired nanopattern was then applied to the
liquid sol-gel layer for 20 minutes, allowing the solvents to evaporate and – following stamp
release – leaving behind a patterned layer of ~90 weight-percent silica, with a small residual
fraction of organics. The pattern was then transferred from this hard mask into the PMMA
using an O2 plasma etch, which was timed to create an undercut, followed by electron-beam
evaporation of SiO2 and lift-off in acetone. This tapered geometry of one single SiOx particle
was the result of self-shadowing as silica built up on the edges of the sacrificial solgel/PMMA
mask during the evaporation, causing a progressive narrowing of the effective mask diameter.
FDTD Modeling: Simulations were performed using a commercial grade finite-element
time-domain (FDTD) solver.[49] The simulation region was uniformly discretized using square
5×5×5 nm3 elements; this mesh size was chosen after convergence testing to minimize
computational requirements while maintaining accuracy. Perfectly matched layers (PMLs)
were used at the top and bottom of the simulation volume, with anti-symmetric/symmetric
boundaries in x and y dimensions, respectively, to achieve a 4x reduction in the simulated
volume.
Mode-solver: Maxwell’s equations were solved, subject to continuity of the tangential
electric and magnetic fields within the cell layers, to find the fundamental TE and TM
waveguided modes.50 The solution was performed for both TE and TM modes using a custom
mode-solver, which enabled the calculation of both the dispersion relation and electric field
profile for each mode. Only purely bound waveguided modes were considered, where the
modal field decays to zero far away from the waveguide. The calculated layer structure was
the same as shown in Figure 1c, where measured dielectric functions were used for all layers.
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Preparation Details of CIGSe Solar Cells: The back contact was a 200 nm layer of ITO
with a sheet resistance of <10 Ω/sq. The CIGSe absorber was evaporated by the so-called 3stage process at a substrate temperature of 450 °C where the low substrate temperature
facilitates the formation of a steep back Ga grading that reduces back recombination.[10] X-ray
fluorescence shows the CIGSe thickness of 390 nm and [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) = 0.36,
[Cu]/([Ga]+[In]) = 0.87. A 50 nm CdS buffer layer was formed via chemical bath
deposition.[51] Next, a sputtered 130 nm intrinsic ZnO and a 240 nm AZO (Al:ZnO) layer
followed. Finally, the Ni/Al front contact was e-beam evaporated through a shadow mask. For
electrical measurements, the solar cells were mechanically scribed to an active cell area of 0.5
cm2. Each layer deposition and cell performance characterizations were done simultaneously
on all cells described in this work.
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Figure 1. Fabricated and modeled cell geometry. (a) Top view SEM micrograph of SiOx
nanostructures on ITO prior to CIGSe deposition and (b) cross section of the complete
ultrathin CIGSe solar cell with SiOx nanoparticles at the rear CIGSe/ITO interface. (c)
Illustration of the ultrathin CIGSe solar cell geometry as modeled in FDTD simulations.
Based on the measured dimensions of as-fabricated NPs, the modeled SiOx particle was a
conical frustrum with dimensions of (rbase, rtop) = (205, 102) nm, with a height of 210 nm. The
unit cells of the square array had pitch of 513 nm.
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Figure 2. Measured and modeled spectra for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on ITO. (a)
Measured EQE curves for cells on bare ITO (black), ITO with SiOx nanoparticles (red), and
with both the nanoparticles and a Ag rear mirror (blue). (b) Measured reflection and
transmission (solid and dashed lines, respectively) for flat cells on bare ITO (black) and with
the nanoparticles (red). (c) Simulated absorption within the CIGSe absorber (solid lines), and
parasitic absorption within the rear ITO (dashed lines). (d) Modeled reflection and
transmission for flat (black) and nanopatterned (red) cells.
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Figure 3. Modeled electric fields for a planar CIGSe cell at λ0 = 850 nm and 1040 nm.
The CIGSe layer thickness was set to 452 nm, corresponding to the absorber volume
of a 390 nm thick cell with 513 nm-pitched NPs. (a,b) Modeled enhancement of
E2/E02 at λ0 = 850 nm for vertical and in-plane cross sections. For ease of comparison,
the plotted cross sections are the same as in Fig. 4, where NPs are incorporated within
the CIGSe layer. (c,d) Field enhancements at λ0 = 1040 nm for vertical and in-plane
cross sections. The dashed horizontal lines in (a) and (c) indicate the position of the
in-plane cross sections (b) and (d) within the CIGSe layer. Note that optical
absorption within the CIGSe layer is proportional to the distribution of E2/E02.
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Figure 4. Origin of the EQE enhancement from adding nanoparticles at the CIGSe/ITO interface.
(a) Modeled CIGSe absorption for three different pitches of NPs: 513 nm (corresponding to the
experimental measurements), 530 nm, and 550 nm. The CIGSe layer thickness was 452 nm for all
three pitches, corresponding to the absorber volume of a 390 nm planar layer, and was held constant to
avoid shifting the Fabry-Perot resonance frequencies. The absorption for planar cells with absorber
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layers of 390 nm and 452 nm are shown for comparison. (b) Absorption enhancement for each model
geometry, according to Equation 1, referenced to the 390 nm thick planar CIGSe cell. The legend
indicates pitch for cells with NPs, and CIGSe layer thickness for the two planar reference cells. (c, d)
Modeled enhancement of E2/E02 at λ0 = 850 nm for vertical and in-plane cross sections of a NPenhanced cell with a 513 nm pitch. (e, f) Field enhancements at λ0 = 1040 nm for vertical and in-plane
cross sections. The dashed horizontal lines in (c) and (e) indicate the position of the in-plane cross
sections (d) and (f).

Figure 5. Fundamental waveguide modes. (a) Dispersion relations for the TE (blue)
and TM (red) waveguide modes in the 390-nm CIGSe layer. The solid black line is
the light line in air. Grating orders for the experimental 513 nm array pitch are
indicated by the vertical dashed lines; solid vertical lines correspond to the [01] order
of the modeled pitches of 513, 530, and 550 nm. The enhancement peaks from Figure
4b are plotted as the colored points (blue – 513 nm; orange – 530 nm; green – 550
nm), with horizontal lines for ease of identifying the corresponding wavelengths.
Enhanced absorption is required between ~800 nm and 1150 nm; the shaded regions
correspond to spectral regions where CIGSe either already absorbs the light within a
single pass, or cannot absorb due to the band gap. (b) Mode profiles for the first three
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TE (solid lines) and TM (dashed lines) modes: TE0/TM0 (green), TE1/TM1 (orange),
TE2/TM2 (purpl
0 = 850 nm.
The horizontal grey lines indicate material interfaces (c) Refractive indices of the
constituent cell materials at 850 nm (black line) and 1045 nm (grey line).

Figure 6. J-V curves of (a) bare cells
(black)

and

(b)

cells

with

SiOx

nanoparticles and Ag mirror (green) under
illumination measured at temperatures of
200 K (dotted line), 250 K (dashed) and
300 K (solid); (c) temperature dependent
open circuited voltage Voc (T) for bare
cells (black points) and cells with SiOx
nanoparticles

and

Ag

mirror

(green

points), Voc (T = 0 K) is extrapolated
(solid lines) to yield the activation energy
of

the

dominant

recombination

mechanism.
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Figure 7. Comparison of EQE curves between our ultrathin CIGSe solar cells (violet) and
world record thick solar cells (black). The inset table gives the related solar cell parameters,
the image is the photograph of the ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on 2.5×2.5 cm2 substrate with
shiny surface, due to the periodic surface nanostructure originating from conformal growth on
SiOx nanoparticles.
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